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PORTRAIT is an original gift, a connection that changes the reci-
pient, a magic ability to make a difference. It’s something that any of 
us can play with.
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Portrait creates meaning. With stunning details, Portrait creates visual sense 
making. The real core of Design Thinking.

IL BIANCO
DETTA 
LO STILE
White dictates the style
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, 
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore 
magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commo-
do consequat. 
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Portrait interacts with others architectural moods, giving a platform to create 
something new, something in between. 

LA NATURA 
AL CENTRO 
DELLA CASA
Nature at the centre of the house
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Starting from a traditional background, a kind of “Back to Country”, it moves 
quickly to an extremely “contemporary” mood, ideal for the today “New Mo-
dern”

UNA 
CALDA
FUNZIONALITA’
Warm functionality
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La 
vitalita’
della
materia,
il piacere
della
memoria.
The vitality of the materials, the pleasure of the memory.
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ELEGANZA 
ISTINTIVA
ARMONIA DI TONI
Spontaneous elegance, harmony of tones
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Forme,
armonia di 
volumi,
gestualità
morbide.
Shapes, volumes armony for soft motions
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Portrait is the search for a magical balance. Intuition 
and logic. Concept and execution. Playfulness and for-
mality. Control and empowerment.
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Everything has changed, is changing ,will continue to change.

IL DECORO
ISPIRAZIONE
DELL’ANIMA
Decoration soul ispiration
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Sarai
il creatore 
della 
tua 
essenza 

You’ll
be

the creator
of your 
essence 
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Dolcemente 
semplice,
profondamente 
intima,
assolutamente 
autentica.
Swetly simple, deeply intimate, absolutely real.
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Traditional hierarchies will not survive long
The today generation of design implies to know how to roll with change
Portrait is the new language
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TUTTO E’ CAMBIATO,
STA CAMBIANDO
CONTINUERA’ A CAMBIARE
Everything has changed, is changing, will continue to change
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It doesn’t follow instructions or a manual book. Instead, it is the very human act 
of creating the uncreated, at a human level.

LA MAGIA
DI CREARE
LA DIFFERENZA
The magic to makea difference
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Although being a masterpiece of technology and 
functional modularity, Portrait is the opposite of 
trigonometry.
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manca testo

The soul of Portrait
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